
# Question
Answer 
Choice A

Answer 
Choice B

Answer 
Choice C

1 What is the correct way to carry sharp objects?
Sharp end up

Color RED
Sharp end down
Color LIGHT BLUE

Sharp end toward 
yourself

Color PURPLE

2 What should be used to rinse the eyes, nose, or mouth in 
the event of a chemical spill?

Emergency shower
Color BLACK

Goggles
Color WHITE

Eye wash station
Color DARK PURPLE

3
What safety symbol is pictured below?

Animal safety
Color GREEN

Electric shock
Color YELLOW

Poison
Color ORANGE

4 What should be used if your clothing catches on fire?
Fire blanket
Color RED

Fire extinguisher
Color BLUE

Emergency shower
Color WHITE

5 What should a fire extinguisher NEVER be used on?
A lab surface
Color BLACK

A person
Color YELLOW

A paper fire
Color PINK

6 When using an eye wash station, how long should you flush 
your eyes with water?

5-10 minutes
Color LIGHT BLUE

10-15 minutes
Color PURPLE

At least 20 minutes
Color GREEN

7
What lab equipment is pictured below?

Test tube
Color LIGHT GREEN

Beaker
Color YELLOW

Flask
Color ORANGE

8 Where should you point the nozzle of a fire extinguisher in 
order to properly put out a fire?

Top of the flame
Color WHITE

Base of the flame
Color RED

Middle of the flame
Color DARK PURPLE

9 Identify a situation that would require the use of the 
emergency shower.

Your hair catches 
on fire

Color BROWN

A piece of metal 
gets in your eye

Color PINK

Large amounts of 
chemicals get on your skin

Color LIGHT BLUE

10 Which of the following is true?

If you get hungry, 
it’s ok to eat a 
snack in the lab

Color WHITE

It’s not necessary to 
wear goggles when 
working with heat

Color LIGHT GREEN

Don’t place hot 
glassware directly 

in cold water
Color ORANGE

1 1 When starting a lab, what should always be the first thing 
you do?

Read the 
directions

Color DARK PURPLE

Look at what 
everyone else is 

doing & copy them
Color RED

Chat with your partner 
to catch up on all the 

latest gossip
Color BLUE

12 When heating a substance inside a test tube, which way 
should you point the test tube?

Away from 
yourself & others

Color GREEN

Toward yourself
Color LIGHT BLUE

Toward your lab 
partner

Color ORANGE

Name: ___________________________________

Directions: Read through each question & find the correct answer in one of the 3 columns below. Shade in the 
answer box with the color given & then color the picture on the next page accordingly. 

*If the color is white, just circle the answer.
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